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Dear Mr. Brown, 

Granary Cottage 
South Leigh Manor 
South Leigh 
'wi tney 
Oxfordshire OXB 6XB 

26/6/86. 

Apologies for not writing before now to thank you for seeing me in 
April, but my excuse is that I ' ve been working like a demon, 
particularly in attempting ta ' refer ta ' but not ' use ' your own essay on 
the LP! I had to write two papers on my return, one an M. Litt transfer 
paper which was long and general, and the second, which I have included, 
and which I yesterday presented at a conference on the 1950s arranged 
here by Stanley Trapido, my supervisor. I am slowly winning these people 
over to the LP, though ifs something of a fight. Stanley was himself in 
COD, and Baruch Hirson was also present, but L won the fight ( the same 
I had with Helen Joseph ) . 

Enough of my proseletysing. As you will see f r om the paper, I am still 
(unfortunately> rather dependent on Janet Robertson for information, 
which I hope to rectify in October when I ' ll be home agai n and can use 
the papers at Wits. Moreover, you will see that I found the letter from 
Leo Marquard to you (~ .'1964) which includes the Leslie Rubin ' hi 
j acking ' and much other invaluable information; this allowed me to quote 
freely and not have to ' lift ' from your own paper. On points of 
information, however, you will notice the plagiarism, with hardly a 
decent attempt at re- wording you r own work, for which I can only 
apologise and say it will be rectified once I see the Wits papers. 

You will also see from the paper that there are a number of things I'm 
trying to understand and put into perpective, but the tack I have taken 
seems productive; I d.Q. fee l you, Alan Paton, Duncan et al ran an 
internal campaign to ' radica l ise' the LP, and the interesting point is 
the convergance of views as to what changes are needed, but the 
divergance as to the subsequent direction the LP should take. I still 
don ' t understand why, as late as 1959, you wrote in Contact that t he LP 
rej ected the "socialistic provisions" of the Freedom Charter - they 
don ' t seem very different from the LP platform of the early 1960s ; they 
seem also to fit in with the land-redistribution programme, endorsed by 
1959 . That ' s a rhetorical question I think. 'Much of this I ascribe to 
the need to alienate as few as possible, though whether those you 
attempt not to alienate are in the LP (and looking at the Progs) or 
simply the electorate in general, seems unclear. 

The main problem with studying the LP is attempting to find the mean, 
the line which held such disparate members together. I put it down to 
two things, nonrac ialism, and anti-communism <whic h should rather, I 
feel, be termed anti-Stalinism) . Moira <Levy) concluded that the 



difference between the LP and COD was a reluctance on the part of the LP 
to move into as close an alliance with the Congresses as COD, which 
seems to be only part of the picture (al though being the ' acceptable ' 
interpretation nowadays, see NUSAS: Dissension in the Ranks) . The 
complexity of motives within the various wings of the LP make the job so 
much more difficult . Thus we have the NNLA and the effect of close 
working relationships with the ANC in particular, and the very different 
view of the LP which you as a result expressed, from that of the Cape 
' Contact ' Liberals. A very confusing situation! 

Anyway, I hope the paper is not entirely missing the point; please go 
through it with as much red pen as possible and let me know all the 
errors - of fact and interpretation - which I know to be lurking in 
there. Please also feel free to show the thing to as many other LP 
people as you wish, particularly Alan Paton (who I was too afr aid to go 
and see at Easter , but very much hope to do in October) . I am attempting 
to write an ' open' thesis, ie. involving as many of the original 
partictpants as possible in the work. This seems to me much more sensible 
than producing something as off the mark as Paul Rich did, and also a 
way of making the thing as sensitive as poss i ble to the multitude of 
influences which led to different courses of action being taken. Thus 
Jack Unterhalter already has a copy; he came to the first session of the 
conference yesterday and took a copy with him, al though he missed my 
presentation (force of circumstance, he assured me ) . 

Once again many thanks for letting me see you in April; when next we 
meet (and I buy you the promised beer) I hope to be in a better, more 
organised state and thus able to ask at least relatively informed 
questions. I wouldn't put money on it, however . I am planning to get out 
to SA at the end of October, and stay for some six months. This will 
allow me to meet far more people, and to get the bulk of my field-work 
completed. Assuming I can still get into SA. 

I look forward to hearing from you, and getting your reactions; 

Yours faithfully, 

-= :---.. 

Dave Everatt. 


